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P. C. Cast Quotes

       It's not just a sunset; it's a moonrise too. 
~P. C. Cast

I'll find you again. Even if it takes a hundred of those years. 
~P. C. Cast

If you have good friends, no matter how much life is sucking , they can
make you laugh. 
~P. C. Cast

Remember, darkness does not always equate to evil, just as light does
not always bring good. 
~P. C. Cast

Plus, according to my mother, memories change like people do,
especially if there's enough alcohol involved-Aphrodite 
~P. C. Cast

Aphrodite makes us understand why women have drowned their
babies. 
~P. C. Cast

Because you are the superhero fledgling. I'm just your more attractive
sidekick. Oh, and the herd of nerds are your dorky minions. 
~P. C. Cast

Comfort is for the lazy and the ugly." Aphrodite 
~P. C. Cast

She frowned at him. "That sounds vaguely like a threat." "It's not vague
and it's not a threat. It's clearly blackmail. 
~P. C. Cast

Battle scars from the war of good versus evil have a unique beauty all
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their own. 
~P. C. Cast

I seek strength, not to be greater than other, but to fight my greatest
enemy, the doubts within myself 
~P. C. Cast

Evil will win if good people do nothing. 
~P. C. Cast

Gender preference does not define you. Your spirit defines you. 
~P. C. Cast

I want to be a Huntress when I grow up!" shouted a voice from the
throng. Kyna rolled her eyes and shook her head. "You can't be a
Huntress, Liam. You're not a centaur and you're not a female. 
~P. C. Cast

merry meet, merry part, and merry meet again 
~P. C. Cast

A sense of belonging is not physical. We cant find it by changing where
we live or what we do. We have to carry it within us 
~P. C. Cast

Surrender is a powerful force. 
~P. C. Cast

Choose battles that you can win without losing your heart and your
soul. 
~P. C. Cast

I prefer my water in wine form. 
~P. C. Cast
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Nefertiti, the most beautiful calico in the world, chose me as her own six
short years ago. 
~P. C. Cast

Not that the path was smooth and pothole free. But still, it was my path,
and like me, it was bound to be unique." -Zoey 
~P. C. Cast

Pain was good. If I hurt, it meant I wasn't dead. 
~P. C. Cast

A lot of men wouldn't like being called a romantic. It's not macho
enough.' Quite often men are fools. 
~P. C. Cast

At the last parent visitation night I'd sorta accidentally watched a
majorly nightmarish scene between Aphrodite and her parents. Her
dad's the mayor of Tulsa. Her mom might be Satan. 
~P. C. Cast

Who knew hitting my head and passing out would be so much fun? 
~P. C. Cast

Ignorance breeds fear and hatred. 
~P. C. Cast

Oh for craps sake. You're not dying again, are you? It's seriously
inconvenient when you do that." -Aphrodite 
~P. C. Cast

that's as nutty as squirrel turds 
~P. C. Cast

...Night has chosen thee; thy death will be thy birth. Night calls to thee;
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harken to Her sweet voice. Your destiny awaits you at the House of
Night. 
~P. C. Cast

I've found that the way a person feels about cats-and the way they feel
about him or her in return-is usually an excellent gauge by which to
measure a person's character 
~P. C. Cast

There were worse things than dying, and those worse things happened
to the people you left behind. 
~P. C. Cast

Within chaos lies opportunity. 
~P. C. Cast

Arrayed in a new body another mother may someday give birth so that
with stronger limbs and brighter mind the old soul shall take the road to
earth again. 
~P. C. Cast

Life isn't a book. There's no guarantee of a happy ending. 
~P. C. Cast

Light always underestimates the viciousness of Darkness 
~P. C. Cast

I'm her protection! I don't care if it's in this world or the next. Just show
me how to get where she is, and I'll be there for her. ~Stark 
~P. C. Cast

Don't you think baby corns are scary? There's just something wrong
about their midget bodies. 
~P. C. Cast
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We are all affected by our pasts, but it is within our power not to let
what we have done to dictate what we will do. 
~P. C. Cast

See with your soul and not your eyes because to dance with the beasts
you must penetrate their disguise. 
~P. C. Cast

Actually, since I'm gay I think I should count for two guys instead of just
one. I mean, in me you get the male point of view and you don't have to
worry about me wanting to touch your boobies. 
~P. C. Cast

I would tell you that you looked really hot today when I saw you naked,
but that probably wouldn't be appropriate, being as we're in bed
together but not doing anything. 
~P. C. Cast

Mercy is stronger than your sword. 
~P. C. Cast

Darkness is not always bad, just as light is not always good. 
~P. C. Cast

I'm here because she's here, and she belongs to me. ~Rephaim 
~P. C. Cast

He's not the brightest crayola in the pack. 
~P. C. Cast

We all have bad things inside us, and we all choose either to give in to
those bad things or to fight them. 
~P. C. Cast
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Like pleasure, beauty should be savored and enjoyed 
~P. C. Cast

Blood Leads to Humanity, Spirit Leads to Night, and Earth Completes. 
~P. C. Cast

They're Twin-like," Shaunee said. "Hilarious," Erin agreed. "Shut up!"
Aphrodite and Stevie Rae said together, which made the Twins
convulse into laughter. 
~P. C. Cast

True love wasn't found in good hair or the right clothes, make-up or
shoes. True love was found in the soul - as was wisdom and
compassion 
~P. C. Cast

There is a deep power in words that speak the truth 
~P. C. Cast

Last time I saw you, I said that it hurt too much to love you. But I was
wrong about that. The truth is it hurts too much not to love you. 
~P. C. Cast

Fear and Bigotry are bred fom isolation and ignorance. -Shekinah 
~P. C. Cast

I'm from a family of teachers. My father would drown me in the bathtub
if my daughter didn't graduate from college. I don't care who she is or
what she does. Just get the diploma. 
~P. C. Cast

As a successful romantic novelist - one of my publishers is Mills & Boon
- I create the sort of male heroes that no woman could fail to adore and
few real men could hope to emulate. 
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~P. C. Cast

Grandma Redbird: Honey, you have to move past this. Zoey: How
Grandma? Grandma Redbird: By living the life she'd be proud of you
for living. 
~P. C. Cast

My cat is not insane, she's just a really good actress. 
~P. C. Cast

Sweet weeping baby Jesus he has a six-pack to beat all six-packs! 
~P. C. Cast

And kissing him is like sucking on alcohol-soaked feet. 
~P. C. Cast

Can you imagine a demon auction? Serial killer going
once...twice...sold to the drama queen at the corner. 
~P. C. Cast

Over Kyle's shoulder she could see grandpa, looking like a cross
between a grizzly bear and a giant pissed-off blowfish. 
~P. C. Cast

The world going insane and evil letting slip the birds of war is no excuse
for sloppy vocabulary. 
~P. C. Cast

When you make mistakes, whether they are from this life or another,
learn from them- then they become opportunities 
~P. C. Cast

Sometimes the people closest to you betray you, and your home isn't a
place you can be happy anymore. 
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~P. C. Cast

Another two-bowl morning?" - Damien Maslin asking Zoey Redbird if
her love of cereal was the reason she was almost late for Vamp Soc
class 
~P. C. Cast

Night can't cloak your scarlet dream. Accept Desire's call. 
~P. C. Cast

I stared at myself in the mirror. Okay, just ugh. I had to get some sleep
tonight - the bags under my eyes had bags. 
~P. C. Cast

Eyes watching always Shadows in shadows they wait A black feather
falls First accepted, loved Then betrayed-spit in the face Vengeance
sweet like dots. 
~P. C. Cast

Often secret desires as well as abilities surface in our dreams. 
~P. C. Cast

What dark secrets do you keep hidden from the world? Where would
you go if no one could find you? What would you do if no one could see
you? 
~P. C. Cast

People who are filled with hate don't know how to handle love. 
~P. C. Cast

Zoey: Wait! Don't go yet. I have so many questions. Nyx: Life will reveal
to you the choices you must make to answer them. 
~P. C. Cast
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If its got tires or testicles it's going to give you trouble 
~P. C. Cast

That's how Darkness works. It turns love into something bad. 
~P. C. Cast

I believe there is little you cannot do once you set your mind to it. 
~P. C. Cast

No matter what else, we have love. Always love. 
~P. C. Cast

Then, with an enormous rush of meadow-filled wind, the green candle
went out, and my best friend died. 
~P. C. Cast

Bird boy kept us out there in the freezing rain while he yammered about
the Red One this and Red One that. Darius got Zoey in here despite his
help". 
~P. C. Cast

You can borrow my two-carat diamond stud earrings," Aphrodite said. I
stopped and looked back at her. "Huh?" She shrugged. "That's as close
to a declaration of love as you're gonna get from me. 
~P. C. Cast

Remember that I will be here', he said resolutely. 'For an eternity (...). I
would wait for you for an eternity. 
~P. C. Cast

I don't think the amount of belief you have is what's important. I think it's
what you have belief in that matters. 
~P. C. Cast
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You know that prejudice isn't logical, which is why it is so hard to
overcome. 
~P. C. Cast

He has a spirit-a soul- and therfore a choice. I will belive that Aurox will
chose Light, even if Darkness resides within him. None of us is entirely
good. Or evil. 
~P. C. Cast

They done Wrong Like ink from a busted pen Thrown away 'cause of
someone else Used up But he come back Dressed in night Fine as a
king With his queen The wrong Made right So right. 
~P. C. Cast

So I was beginning my new life as a anomaly, which figured about as
much as it sucked. 
~P. C. Cast

We got boobies!" the kid me said, gawking at my chest. "I'm really glad
we got boobies. Finally. 
~P. C. Cast

I'm not stupid, stupid. Leave this whole thing in my extremely capable
and well-manicured hands. I'll call you later with an update. Bye! 
~P. C. Cast

It's a little hard not to worry when my best friend keeps on dying. 
~P. C. Cast

There's you. There's me. We love each other, and we have since we
were kids, so we should be together. The end. 
~P. C. Cast

A big, studly football jock like me? I got plenty of blood to spare. For
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you, I have anything to spare. 
~P. C. Cast

Morrigan "Don't worry I'm following my instincts." Birkita "Perhaps you
could find a way to prudently follow your instincts" Morrigan "I'm
eighteen, nothing I do is prudent 
~P. C. Cast

Warrior, when you pledge yourself to the service of a High Priestess,
the goal is not to frighten her to death but to protect your lady from
death. 
~P. C. Cast

Bat, pigeon, ravens - I don't care about distinctions right now. Any
fluttery, flappy thing is not cool with me. 
~P. C. Cast

Lies don't fix things. They don't even make things easier, at least not in
the long run. Best to tell the truth and then clean up an honest mess. 
~P. C. Cast

And, as Stevie Rae would have said, Kalona was as wrong as
manboobs. 
~P. C. Cast

But you don't belong here! You're dead!" I sobbed against his chest.
"Zo, babe, this is the Otherworld. It's not me who doesn't belong
here-it's you. 
~P. C. Cast

Yeah, I know you. I made you up. This is my dream. You're a mixture of
Zac Efron and Johnny Depp. 
~P. C. Cast
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Time to grow up. Time to stop bawling. Time to do SOMETHING. And
that means, if I'm not sleeping, my nerd-herd isn't sleeping either-sun or
no sun. 
~P. C. Cast

I like to think of birthdays as celebrating life." "Only losers acknowledge
they survived a year and hope they cheat death again. 
~P. C. Cast

You know how it is with cats: They don't really have owners, they have
staff. 
~P. C. Cast
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